MAMbo
The Museum has a manual wheelchair for internal mobility.
ENTRANCE
The flooring in front of the museum entrance under the portico is smooth and on level ground.
Before the entrance door there is a 1 cm difference in level.
The swinging door at the entrance is rather heavy and opens manually both inward and outward. The
passageway is 91 cm with one door open.
Going past this door, you enter a lobby with information panels and, on the left, one of the two entrances
to the Corraini MAMbo artbookshop.
Then, there is a second door with the same characteristics as the first one and a 97 cm passageway with
one door open. Beside the two doors there are two emergency doors.
ROOMS
Going past the second door, you enter the ticketing and information hall. The counter is 120 cm high.
On the right, through two level passageways, you enter a transit room with men's and women's restrooms
and a staircase leading to the other floors; then, a wide hall with lockers for backpacks and some mini
sofas in addition to the internal entrance door to the bar with an 80 cm passageway.
Then, there is an area with handicap restrooms and a lift leading to the educational laboratories, the
museum and the library.
Coming from the ticket office, on the left, you find the entrance to the exhibit space, the temporary
exhibitions and, further on, the staircase and the lift leading to the floor devoted to the permanent
exhibition. The entrance door to this area opens manually and has a 65 cm passageway with one door
open.
Signage concerns plans for emergency exits. There are emergency exits in almost all rooms.
Permanent Exhibition
It is located on the first and third floor. You reach it through 40 non-consecutive steps (landing after 8, 16,
23, 31 steps), 16 cm high, with handrail on the right.
The exhibition extends on level ground, with the exception of the last part which develops on the third
floor / mezzanine floor. To reach it, you have to go up 8 steps both at the entrance of the room (16 cm)
and at the end of the room (14 cm) without handrail.
To go up the steps at the end of the room there is a stairlift which can only be used with the assistance of
the museum staff. The stairlift is 95 cm long and 70 cm wide. Visitors using wheelchairs which exceed this
size and weigh more than 190 kg (418 lb) can reach the mezzanine floor by the lift leading to the library
and educational laboratories. The lift reaches the third floor and opens into the exhibition space devoted to
the Morandi Museum.
All permanent exhibition spaces are wide and allow easy movement and very good viewing.
Temporary Exhibition
The swinging door at the entrance opens manually. It has a 65 cm passageway and a 72 cm passageway
per shutter. The arrangement of spaces and the possibility of movement vary depending on the type of the
exhibition.
N.B. During the survey this area was closed to the public due to the organisation of an exhibition.
Library

To reach it, in addition to the second lift there are two stairways, each consisting of 24 non-consecutive
steps 17 cm high (landing after 12 steps). The handrail is on the right on one stairway, on the left on the
other one. The entrance door to the library has an 83 cm passageway.
Going past the door, there is a transit hall (with a handicap restroom) and then, through a 92 cm door,
you enter the library. This features a main hall with consultation and study tables 73 cm high, with space
below of 68 cm (height) and seat depth of 75 cm (total depth: 150 cm). In the middle of the hall on the
left there are men's and women's restrooms. At the end of the hall, still on the left, there is a second room
with sofas to read on.
Educational department (basement floor)
To reach it, in addition to the second lift there are 24 non-consecutive steps 16 cm high (landing after 12
steps), with handrail on the right and on the left. Once you arrive at the bottom of the stairs, on the right,
following a corridor, through a door measuring 93.5 cm and 87 cm wide per shutter, you enter the
educational department room which is wide and allows easy movement. Inside, there is also the men's and
women's restroom. Handicap restrooms (with another men's and women's restroom) are located before
the entrance door to the educational department laboratories.
Conference hall
It is located on the same floor as the educational department. To reach it, in addition to the second lift
there are 24 non-consecutive steps 16 cm high (landing after 12 steps), with handrail on the right and on
the left. The entrance door to the conference hall measures 89 cm and 92 cm wide per shutter. The hall is
wide and allows easy movement and rest, especially along the perimeter.
LIFT/AIDS
First lift
It connects the ground floor to the first floor (permanent exhibition). It is a lift with free use. The external
call button is placed at a height of 125 cm. The double side entrance doorway is 82 cm wide.
The internal width of the lift is 107 cm and the depth is 138 cm.
The relief button panel is placed at a maximum height of 100 cm. The floor arrival signal is visual and
acoustic. Inside the lift there is an intercom at a height of 147 cm and an emergency button at a height of
90 cm.
Second lift
It connects the basement floor to the third floor. To use it, you have to contact either the ticket office staff
or the exhibit space staff. The external call button is placed at a height of 120 cm. The double side
entrance doorway is 90 cm wide. The internal width of the lift is 132 cm and the depth is 139 cm. The
relief button panel is placed at a maximum height of 112 cm. The floor arrival signal is visual and acoustic.
Inside the lift there is an intercom at a height of 146 cm and an emergency button at a height of 90 cm.
RESTROOMS
Third floor handicap restroom
To use it you have to ask the staff for the key. The entrance doorway measures 89 cm wide. There is a
suspended washbasin 82 cm high, with a lever tap. The space in front of the washbasin measures 116.5
cm. The toilet is 52 cm high, it is set on the floor and has an internal bidet. The space in front measures
117 cm, on the right 116.5 cm, on the left 24 cm. There are grab bars both to the left and to the right of
the toilet, to the right of the washbasin and on the internal side of the door.
The men's and women's restrooms are located next to the handicap restroom.
Ground floor handicap restroom
To use it you have to ask the staff for the key. The entrance doorway to the restroom measures 90 cm
wide. There is a suspended washbasin 78 cm high, with a lever tap. The space in front of the washbasin

measures 90 cm. The toilet is 49 cm high, it is set on the floor and has an internal bidet. The space in
front measures 61 cm, on the right 19 cm, on the left 214 cm. There are grab bars both to the left and to
the right of the toilet, to the left and in front of the washbasin and on the entrance door.
Ground floor men's restroom
The entrance doorway to the ante-bathroom measures 80 cm wide. Washbasins are suspended, with
push-button taps. The entrance doorway to the bathrooms, which are quite spacious, measures 80 cm
wide.
Ground floor women's restroom
It has the same characteristics as the men's restroom.
Library handicap restroom
To use it you have to ask the staff for the key. The entrance doorway to the bathroom measures 90 cm
wide. There is a suspended washbasin 90 cm high, with a lever tap. The space in front of the washbasin
measures 134 cm. The toilet is 44 cm high, it is set on the floor and has an internal bidet. The space in
front measures 111 cm, on the right 22 cm, on the left 121 cm. There are grab bars both to the left and to
the right of the toilet, to the left of the washbasin and on the entrance door.
Handicap restroom in the educational department and conference hall
Handicap restrooms have an ante-bathroom with a changing table in common with men's and women's
restrooms.
The entrance doorway measures 89 cm wide. There is a suspended washbasin 82.5 cm high, with a lever
tap. The space in front of the washbasin measures 130 cm. The toilet is 50 cm high, it is set on the floor
and has an internal bidet. The space in front measures 200 cm, on the right 20,5 cm, on the left 127 cm.
There are grab bars both to the left and to the right of the toilet, to the left of the washbasin and on the
entrance door.

